EXHIBITION PROSPECTUS
Europe’s leading suppliers trade fair for hydrogen technologies,
materials, components, and engineering solutions.

* 250+
EXHIBITORS

* 150+
SPEAKERS

* 4,000+
ATTENDEES

* 400+ CONFERENCE
DELEGATES

hydrogen-worldexpo.com
F R E E -T O - A T T E N D E X H I B I T I O N

*expected

Accelerating the
development
of hydrogen
technologies

Hydrogen Technology Expo is Europe’s must-attend conference and
exhibition that is exclusively dedicated to discussing advanced technologies
for the hydrogen and fuel cell industry. The event will bring together the entire
hydrogen value chain to focus on developing solutions and innovations for lowcarbon hydrogen production, efficient storage and distribution as well as
applications in a variety of stationary and mobile applications.

Reasons to exhibit
Showcase your latest products and services in Europe’s only dedicated
technical hydrogen trade fair
Access thousands of prospective customers, partners, and existing clients
Network with leading representatives and key decision makers from across
the growing European hydrogen industry and from an extensive range of
end-user applications
Position your company as a leading technical partner for a low-carbon
hydrogen future
Benchmark your products and services against industry competition
Keep on top of evolving customer requirements
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2021 EVENT STATISTICS
Visitors by REGION

122

2,700

6%
NORDICS

600
Conference
Participants
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Attendees

3% NORTH AMERICA

19%
EUROPE

105

5%
TECHNOLOGY

1% ASIA

3%
HYDROGEN
2%
PRODUCT
MANAGER

6%
PROJECT
MANAGEMENT
13% CEO /
PRESIDENT

58% DACH

7%
BUSINESS
DEVELOPMENT

Speakers

12%
SALES /
MARKETING
8%
DIRECTOR

hydrogen-worldexpo.com

4%
R&D

6% MANAGER

12%
BENELUX

Exhibitors

Visitors by JOB TITLE
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Products and services featured in the
exhibition will include:
•

Low-carbon hydrogen production

•

Test, simulation and evaluation

•

Storage solutions

•

Safety systems

•

Transportation and distribution

•

Hydrogen fuels

•

Hydrogen infrastructure

•

Hydrogen injectors

•

Energy conversion

•

Fuel-cell control units

•

Fuel cell design, development and

•

Applications in process industries

•

Heating with hydrogen

•

Fuel cell components and auxiliaries

•

Thermal management

•

Hydrogen electrolyzers

•

Electrocatalysts

and electrolyzer technology

•

Fuel cell manufacturing and assembly

•

Stationary energy storage systems

•

Membrane electrode assemblies

•

Industrial plant technologies

•

Liquefaction technologies

•

Refueling solutions

•

Advanced materials and composites

•

Internal combustion assistance (ICA)

•

Gasification technology

manufacturing
•

Hydrogen from biomass

•

Hydrogen-Power and Power-to-X

•

Carbon capture, utilization and
storage (CCUS) and hydrogen

•

Proton exchange membrane (PEM)
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for cleaner diesel engines in HGVs
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3 INDUSTRY FOCUSSED CONFERENCE TRACKS
Hydrogen production,
storage, and infrastructure
development

Fuel cell design,
development, &
manufacturing

Carbon capture,
utilisation &
storage

Bringing together hydrogen producers, energy majors,
the oil and gas industry, pipeline operators, offshore wind
and energy companies, utilities giants, port authorities,
airports, renewable energy investors, engineering firms,
heavy industry, steel producers, chemical and process
industries, and technology suppliers, this conference will
discuss and debate challenges, opportunities, and most
importantly – solutions, to the emerging green hydrogen
economy in Europe.

Our second conference track will bring together fuel
cell manufacturers, materials suppliers, technical and
engineering consultants, systems integrators, research
institutes, NGO’s, as well as a wide range of end user
markets to discuss the techno-economic challenges that
must be overcome for wide scale commercialisation and
adoption of hydrogen fuel cells. The two-day conference
will prioritise presentations that showcase innovative
solutions to drive down cost, increase efficiency, improve
durability and reliability, and for scale-up for mass
manufacturing.

Hydrogen Technology Conference & Expo will be colocated with the Carbon Capture Technology Conference
& Expo which will be a 2-day conference dedicated to
discussing the role of carbon capture in decarbonising
heavy industry and how the combination of CCS and
hydrogen will play a key role in the transition to creating a
CO2-neutral energy supply. Join leading experts from the
oil and gas sectors, renewable energy companies, NGO’s,
government environmental and energy departments,
engineering consultants, and a wide range of industries
that are leading the charge in the deployment of carbon
capture utilisation and storage solutions.
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Industries attending Hydrogen
Technology Expo Europe
Hydrogen Technology Expo Europe will host more than 4,000 hydrogen and fuel cell experts from
across the technical supply chain and from a wide range of end-user industries including:
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Hydrogen Technology
Expo Europe will take place
alongside the Carbon Capture
Technology Expo Europe
Carbon Capture
Technology Expo Europe
is dedicated to discussing the
increasing role that Carbon
Capture, Utilization & Storage
(CCUS) will play in transition to a
net-zero carbon economy.
Leading experts from around
the world will discuss the latest advances in new technology for carbon capture,
storage and transport, as well as unique ways of utilizing CO2 to produce net-zero
fuels and for other manufacturing processes.

The world’s
leading
international
event for
carbon capture,
utilisation &
storage

The two-day event will bring together leading engineering firms, technology
manufacturers and suppliers, energy firms, the oil and gas sector, heavy industry,
chemical companies, various manufacturing organizations, research groups
and NGOs, consultants, and government bodies to explore how we can rapidly
accelerate the deployment and commercialization of carbon-removal technologies
as a key solution on the pathway to net-zero carbon emissions.
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Bremen – on the way to Europe’s
leading hydrogen region
At WindEnergy Hamburg the
business development
organisations of Bremen, Hamburg,
Mecklenburg-Vorpommern,
Niedersachsen, and Schleswig-Holstein
have joined forces to form the green
hydrogen initiative HY-5. The new
initiative aims to turn Northern
Germany into the strongest emerging
region for green hydrogen in the heart
of Europe and to complete the value
chain for green hydrogen. Together the
federal states want to create synergies
for locational marketing and
communications to establish Northern
Germany as a hotspot on the European
hydrogen map.
Northern Germany is home to a
high density of excellent research and
science facilities. At present, within
a radius of about 200 kilometers,
scientists are active at two dozen
universities and universities of applied

sciences, over 20 Fraunhofer Institutes,
Helmholtz centers, energy research
networks, or the DLR (German
Aerospace Center). Several hundred
companies are involved in the North
German hydrogen strategy: global
players such as Siemens, Shell,
Total, ArcelorMittal, Aurubis, Alstom,
Continental, Salzgitter AG, Linde,
VW, Bosch, MAN and EWE as well as
innovative start-ups and specialists such
as GP Joule, HYPION or APEX Energy.
Hydrogen Technology Conference
& Expo is working together with
Bremen Invest, the city of Bremen,
and HY-5 to create Europe’s mustattend hydrogen trade fair and
conference. A B2B Match Making
service will be run during the event
hosted by Bremen Invest and HY-5
which is sure to attract some of
biggest names and start-ups from
North German and beyond.

B 2 B M AT C H M A K I N G S E R V I C E H O S T E D BY:
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SOME COMPANIES ALREADY EXHIBITING INCLUDE:
For the latest list of exhibitors please visit >> hydrogen-worldexpo.com/exhibitors/
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For more information
and to discuss options
please get in touch:

Charlie Brandon, Event Director

+44 (0) 1483 330018

charlie.brandon@trans-globalevents.com

HYDROGEN

SPONSOR & EXHIBITION STAND RATES
* S TA N D R AT E S

GOLD SPONSOR

12m2............................................... €5,595

• 15m2 complimentary exhibition
space

15m2............................................... €6,950

• Logo on event homepage

9m2................................................. €4,195

20m2............................................... €8,795
21m2............................................... €9,150
24m .............................................€10,500
25m ............................................. €10,950

Additional exclusive branding
available to compliment your
sponsorship:

• 12m2 complimentary exhibition
space

• Logo on promotional material
leading up to event
• Logo on email newsletters

App sponsor............................ + €10,500
• Logo on promotional material
leading up to event
Lanyard sponsor.......... + €10,000

• 1 invite to VIP networking dinner
pre-expo

• Logo on email newsletters

• 4 conference passes

• 2 conference passes

SOLD

Lunch sponsor.......................... + €5,000

30m2............................................. €12,450
36m2............................................. €14,950

EXPO

EXCLUSIVE

2

2

EUROPE

• Logo on event homepage

16m2................................................€7,350
18m2................................................€7,950

S I LV E R S P O N S O R

Technology

42m2............................................. €16,495
55m2............................................. €21,450

Investment level: €15,000

Investment level: €10,000

+ all come with 1 conference pass

60m2............................................. €23,100
70m2.............................................€26,600
77m2.............................................€29,260
*prices are space only
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For more information
and to discuss options
please get in touch:

Included in your exhibition stand:

Charlie Brandon, Event Director

• Unlimited complimentary exhibitor passes
• Exhibitor profile (online and in the exhibitor catalogue)
• Complimentary exhibitor marketing

+44 (0) 1483 330018

charlie.brandon@trans-globalevents.com

